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NATIONAL RESOURCES

The present needs for technical cooperation between PAHO and

its Member Countries require greater efficiency and effectiveness
in the use of the financial resources available to the

Organization. This new economic, technical and administrative

situation calls for fresh approaches that will permit the

Organization to secure the qualified personnel it needs.

Agencies of international cooperation have traditionally hxred

their personnel, that is, those with whom an employment

(employer/employee) relationship is established, under rules that

the agency has enacted for the purpose, which generally
characterize an international civil service.

Owing to (a) the high cost of such international employment,

and (b) the existence in most Member Countries of highly qualified

manpower, it is becoming necessary, in the interest as much of the

Member Governments as of the Organization, to increase the national

hiring of professional, as well as of general service personnel.

The purpose of the present document is to present and justify
the alternative of engaging professional and general service

personnel under local conditions of employment as a legal basis for

employment together with international employment, and to

institutionalize this legal basis through its inclusion in the

PAHO's Staff Regulations and Staff Rules.

This would make PAHO (a) an international employer in respect
of persons hired as international civil servants and, as such,

subject to the Staff Regulations and Rules, and (b) a national

employer in respect of persons hired as national personnel, subject

to the labor laws and practices of the country in whxch they

serve. National employees or staff members would be defined as
both nationals of the country and foreigners, whether residents or

not, who are legally qualified for employment. Both types of
personnel would be PAHO employees, each subject to the appropriate

regulatory system. This proposal would give PAHO the legal

mechanisms necessary to enable it to hire the human resources it

needs under the system it considers most appropriate in light of

its resources and the specxfic situation involved.
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HIRING UNDER LOCAL CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT FOR

THE MOBILIZATION OF NATIONAL RESOURCES

I. INTRODUCTION

The present needs for technical cooperation between PAHO and its

Member Countries require greater efficiency and effectiveness in the use
of the financial resources available to the Organization. This new

economic, technical and administrative situation calls for fresh

approaches that will permit the Organization to hire the qualified

personnel it needs. Particularly required is the availability of a

variety of legal mechanisms to enable PAHO to accomplish its mission in

circumstances which are constantly evolving.

International cooperation agencies have traditionally hired their

personnel, that is, those with whom an employment (employer/employee)

relationship is established, under rules that the agency has enacted for
the purpose, and which generally characterize an international civil

service. International hiring has been used for personnel in both the

professional and the general services (secretarial, custodial and others)

categories even though the rules generally allow people in the latter
category to be hired locally instead.

Owing to (a) the high cost of such international employment, and

(b) the existence in most Member Countries of highly qualified manpower,
it is becoming necessary, in the interest as much of the Member

Governments as of the Organization, to increase the national hiring of

professional as well as of general service personnel. In the quest for

efficiency in the use of the scarce funds available, and of effectiveness

in the provision of services to the countries in the context of

international cooperation, resort has been had to a variety of

arrangements for the provision of those temporary services, chiefly by
leasing of services or personal service contracts.

The distinctive feature of these arrangements, which are

considered in detail further on, is that they establish a non-employment

relationship, that is, they do not set up--in a legal sense--an

employer/employee relationship, if properly used in keeping with their
juridical purpose. Otherwise, they lead to an employer/employee

relationship, with all the attendant legal and financial implications.

However, the present need of the Centers and other units of PAHO
is for manpower who are hired locally under conditions that do constitute

a labor relationship, that is, that of employer and employee.

The purpose of this document is to present and justify the

alternative of hiring professional as well as general service personnel

under local conditions of employment as a basis for employment by PAHO
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together with international employment, and to institutionalize this

alternative by including it in PAHO's Staff Regulations and Staff Rules.

This would make PAHO (a) an international employer in respect of

persons hired as international civil servants and as such subject to the

Staff Regulations and Rules, and (b) a national employer in respect of

persons hired as national personnel subject to the labor laws and
practices of the country in which they serve. National employees or

staff members would be defined as both nationals of the country and as

foreigners, whether residents or not, who are legally qualified for
employment. Both types of personnel would be PAHO employees, each

subject to the appropriate regulatory system. This proposal would give

PAHO the legal mechanisms required to enable the Organization to hire the

manpower it needs under the system it considers most appropriate in light

of its resources and the specific situation involved.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM

A. PAHO, as an entity with juridical personality, and also as a

component part, i.e., Regional Office of the World Health Organization

(WHO), has the authority to issue its own rules and regulations to
govern, with legally binding force, the employment relationships between

the Organization and its staff members.

In the exercise of this authority, PAHO has issued the internal

rules that govern its employment relationships with its personnel who, in
general, are international civil servants with the rights and obligations
that attach to that status. Staff members fall into two main

categories: staff members recruited internationally, and those recruited

locally. With a few exceptions, such as the method of determining their

remuneration, education grants and home leave travel, the provisions of

the Staff Regulations and Staff Rules are equally applicable to staff

members in both categories.

B. Section 13 of PAHO's Staff Rules, "Special Employment Conditions,"

contains some rules that apply only to locally recruited staff. The last
two Staff Rules (1320 and 1330) authorize the Director to appoint

short-term staff needed for conference and other short-term service, as
well as to appoint consultants. Those Rules also state that the

provisions of the other Staff Rules shall not apply to such staff.

The WHO Manual (VI.7) provides the rules for what is referred to

as the "contractual service agreement" valid for PAHO, which authorizes

the hiring of individuals to perform specific tasks, normally of short

duration, without supervision by the Organization, and for which payment

is normally made in a lump sum (190). The next paragraph (200) adds that

in such cases the contractor undertakes to carry out a definite piece of

work in a specified period of time and normally not on the premises of

the Organization. The writing of a computer program is cited as a

typical example of services of this kind. And paragraph 210 of the
Manual notes that the "contractual service agreement" should not be used

for work which would typically be done under a short-term employment
contract.
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Finally, paragraph 200 of the PAHO/WHO Manual* (pink pages) states
a number of exceptions to the principle enunciated in aforementioned WHO

Manual paragraph 200. It says that the "contractual service agreement"
may also be used for:

- General services such as secretarial and clerical help in

support of specific projects or activities for periods of less
than three months and with payment and other terms and

conditions set in accordance with local labor practices,
provided that wherever possible such services should be obtained

through an agency that specializes in providing secretarial and

clerical help. These contracts shall not be renewable and may

be extended on very exceptional circumstances only with the

approval of Personnel (APL).

- General services such as building maintenance, janitorial and

security services provided that contracts shall include terms

and conditions required under local laws and practices. These

contracts may not exceed a period of one year of performance but
may be renewed after an annual review and revision as

appropriate of contract terms and conditions.

C. The provisions of the foregoing paragraph are legally unclear. In

the first place, in Staff Rules 1320 and 1330 the provisions of other

sections of the Staff Rules are not applied, and it appears natural to

conclude that those that do apply are the pertinent provisions of the

local laws. Secondly, the provisions of paragraphs 190, 200 and 210 of

the WHO Manual are concerned with the "contractual service agreement,"
which conform, under current rules in all Latin American labor

legislation, to the "leasing of services." However, when paragraph 200

of the PAHO/WHO Manual states, or purports to state, exceptions to WHO

Manual paragraph 190, it widens the application of the "contractual

service agreement" to embrace situations that in Latin American

legislation do not correspond to the "leasing of services" or, as in the

Manual, to a "contractual service agreement," but are governed by the
rules of contract of employment. The statement that, in those cases, the

contract "should include terms and conditions required under local laws
and practices" does not dispel the confusion that the text creates.

The confusion derives from the fact that a contract which,
juridically, is for the lease of services can never be used to serve as

an employment contract. The two contracts differ in their juridical
nature and substance and cannot and must not be confused. If there is

any duration to the functions, for however short a time, subordination of

employee to employer, and other features proper to the employment

contract, the contractual relationship will always have the
characteristics of employment, even if called a lease of services or a

contractual service agreement. In law, the juridical nature, and not the
name, is controlling of the legal consequences.

* The PAHO/WHO Manual here means the body of rules of PAHO exceptions to

the WHO Manual, applicable only in PAHO.
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Important, for the same reason, is the rule contained in WHO
Manual paragraph 230 directing the inclusion in contractual service

agreements of a clause stating that the contract "does not create any

employer/employee relationship." As explained above, this clause is
completely without effect, and a contract containing it will remain an

employment contract if it possesses the features of an employment

contract, despite the attempt to deny the creation of an employment
relationship.

It must also be noted that the "United Nations Contract" is being

used with increasing frequency even though it has never been approved by

WHO, and there is only a proposal adopted at a meeting of Directors of

Support Programs (Geneva, 21-25 October 1985) for the incorporation of

this type of contract into the WHO Manual. It has in fact become part of

the Organization's contractual practice, and is essentially no more than

a variation on the previously mentioned "contractual service agreement,"

but applied to professionals recruited locally for some specific project
organized or sponsored by PAHO. As in the previous case, the intent is

to hire professionals for permanent employment under this arrangement,
which is given a short-term character (not longer than one year), and in

which the professional explicitly states his understanding that he is
only contracting to render services, which does not create an

employer/employee relationship between the parties. In addition, another

clause is included in which the government of the country in which the

hiring is done accepts the validity of this type of contract.

For the legal reasons just adduced, these statements do not alter

the fact that the documents constitute employment contracts. To this may
be added that the opinion given by the government on the matter is of no

importance whatever if, as is generally the case, the country's

legislation sanctions the existence of the employment contract as of

overriding public interest, that is, unalterable by agreement by the of
the parties, even if a governmental authority rules otherwise. The

effects of such a contract can only be modified by the enactment of
legislation.

III. THE PRESENT SITUATION AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE

PAHO currently has a sizable number of "contractors" and
"consultants," who are treated as such in their relations with the

Organization.

Judgment No. 701 of November 14 1985, of the Administrative

Tribunal of the International Labor Organization, handed down in an

appeal brought against PAHO in a situation that arose at the beginning of
the previous decade, clearly established that no legal effect will be

given to a declaration by the parties that no employer-employee
relationship is established by the contract, when in fact such a

relationship is established. In consequence, the Tribunal accepted an

appeal in which the plaintiff requested to be declared to be a regular
staff member of the Organization. However, the Tribunal calculated the
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indemnity to be paid to the plaintiff in accordance with the law of the

country in which the case arose, instead of in accordance with the

provisions of PAHO's Staff Rules. It gave no reasons for its application
of that law and not PAHO's Staff Rules and Regulations, but the judgment

had enough explanation to convey that the Organization was being given a

warning.

One way to solve the problem quickly is to make proper use of the

legal powers that the Organization possesses.

Aware of this situation, the PAHO Administration has studied this

issue matter, in a general and specific manner. The Offices of Legal
Affairs and of Administration and, within the latter, the Personnel

Office, have discussed at length the options available, and particularly

that of PAHO's becoming a national employer, without prejudice to its

status as an international organization or to its authority to hire as an

international employer.

In relation to the Pan American Centers, the Director appointed a

Working Group to study the situation of CEPANZO, as reported in Document

CD31/iO. The Directing Council then approved Resolution CD31.R24 asking
the Director to continue to take appropriate actions to improve the

cost-effectiveness and efficiency of the Centers in the use of available

resources, including the establishment of new administrative and

personnel systems.

In compliance with this resolution, studies were done to identify

the features of a legally viable personnel hiring system. In all cases
it was concluded that the establishment of a system for hiring under

national conditions of employment is the appropropriate course which best

meets the criteria established by the Governing Bodies and the

Adminstration. The new hiring system is expected to go into operation at

CEPANZO, ECO, CLAP and CFNI in the course of 1986.

Moreover, the solution found for the Centers is a universal

arrangement, suitable and useful for all situations in which PAHO needs

to hire national personnel. Hence, the proposal made to amend PAHO's

Staff Regulations and Rules is of general application, and not confined
to the Centers.

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION

The solution lies in establishing two different legal systems for

the hiring of the Organization's staff members:

a) On the one hand, international staff members, whether recruited

internationally or locally, who are subject to PAHO's Staff

Regulations and Rules, as they are today; and
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b) On the other hand, national staff members, whose employment
relationship is formally subject to the labor laws and

practices of the Member Country concerned.

To accomplish this purpose, an amendment to PAHO's Staff Rules and

Regulations will suffice. Section 13 of the present Rules contains

provisions on "special employment conditions." If the proposal were
implemented, this heading would be retained, but with provisions added

for the basic regulation of the second category of staff members, that

is, the provisions needed to make them subject to national labor laws.

It is enough to provide that, in the PAHO Centers and Field

Offices, the Organization will have national staff members whose

contracts are governed by the labor laws of the country concerned; to

determine the types of contracts that may be placed in this category; to
establish that work-related accidents and the social security coverage of

those staff members, as well as all matters relating to life and health

insurance, are to be governed by the national laws; and to authorize the

Director to decide which specific posts are to be subject to this system

and to issue the requisite implementing instructions. This would make

these national employees of the Organization regular staff members

subject to a different legal system.

In this new approach, the Organization would retain the right to

hire "consultants" and other personnel whose services it may occasionally

require and who, owing to the nature of their services, do not become

permanent staff members but are governed by a "lease of services"

contract, which is universally applicable and provided for in the
legislations of all Latin American countries, in keeping with the Staff

Rules and Regulations. This would put an end to the hiring of permanent

staff as "contractors" subject to a "contractual service agreement" or a
"United Nations contract."

V. SITUATION IN OTHER INTERNATIONAL AGENCIES

The situation described is not confined to this Organization.
There are other international agencies that have dealt with the same

situation, and the course they have adopted coincides generally with the

one here proposed.

In 1976, the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) established the
status of "local employee." The Manual of the IDB's Field Offices

defines a local employee as a person of any nationality who provides
services to a Field Office whose remuneration is paid in the local

currency of the country in which the Field Office operates. The Local

Personnel Regulations of each of the Bank's Field Offices contain the

provisions established in the labor laws of its host country.
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In the Organization of American States (OAS) the problem is
minimal because its offices in the various Member Countries have very few

staff and, therefore, there are even fewer local staff members (referred

to as "local locals") in each country office.

No special regulations exist, from which it follows, theoretically,

that the OAS has only international staff members. In practice, however,

not all of the international provisions are applied to "local locals"
personnel.

In the Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Asriculture
(IICA) a very clear distinction is made between international and local

personnel. Established first as an internal measure in 1977, it was

subsequently institutionalized in 1981, by incorporation into the Rules
of the General Directorate by decision of the Inter-American Board of
Agriculture.

In IICA, International Personnel are defined essentially as

persons of high academic achievement and extensive professional

experience who have been appointed or engaged as international civil

servants to perform services in any Member Country; they include Regular

International Personnel, with appointments of indefinite duration,

subject to review every two years; Temporary International Personnel,
appointed for fixed terms of up to two years; Associate International

Personnel, appointed to perform professional, technical or scientific

functions in accordance with agreements or contracts entered into with

other institutions participating in programs of common interest, or to

provide services ad honorem, with the authorization of the institution

that employs them.

Local Professional Personnel are defined as specialists with

professional degrees, bound to the Institute by contracts of employment,

conforming to the labor laws and practices in the country where the
services are to be performed, and in conformity with the regulations of

the Institute which do not contravene those laws and practices. General

Service Personnel are defined as persons performing tasks for which

specific technical training may be required but a professional degree is
not essential, and who are hired locally to perform administrative

functions or secretarial or auxiliary services. They are hired in
accordance with the labor laws and practices of the country in which they
are to be employed and with the relevant provisions of the Institute that

do not conflict with those laws and practices (Art. 12, Rules of the

General Directorate of IICA) (In February 1986, IICA had 800 local staff,

166 professionals and 634 general service staff).

The following proposed resolution spells out the details of the
rules that would have to be amended and rescinded:
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Proposed Resolution

HIRING UNDER LOCAL CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT FOR
THE MOBILIZATION OF NATIONAL RESOURCES

THE 97th MEETING OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE,

Having reviewed the Director's report on the local hiring of

personnel (Document CE97/23, Rev. 1),

RESOLVES:

To recommend to the XXII Pan American Sanitary Conference the

adoption of a resolution in the following terms:

THE XXII PAN AMERICAN SANITARY CONFERENCE,

Having reviewed the Director's report (Document CE97/23, Rev. 1)

on the local hiring of personnel;

Considering that the Organization possesses, in its own right

and as a specialized agency of the United Nations, the legal

capacity needed to issue its own legally binding rules on the

appointment, qualifications, rights and obligations of its

employees, and further possesses within the territory of each of

its Member Countries the juridical personality endowing it with the

capacity to take legal actions and enter into agreements, of any

nature; and

Mindful that these two capacities make it legally possible and

fitting to establish two categories of personnel in the

Organization, the first comprised of international staff members,
whether internationally or locally recruited, who will continue to

be governed, as hitherto, by the Staff Regulations and Staff Rules

-of PAHO, and the second, created by means of this resolution,

consisting of national staff members appointed to such posts as the

Director shall determine, who shall be governed in all their

relations with the Organization by the labor laws and practices of

the country in which they serve. This second category of personnel
shall replace that of the present contractors and consultants in

cases in which there actually exists an employer/employee
relationship, and personnel in this category shall be referred to

as national staff members because their conditions of employment

shall be governed, in fact and in law, by the labor legislation and
practices of the countries in which they serve,
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RESOLVES:

1. That the Staff Regulations of PAHO are amended as follows:

A. The following text is added to Article I:

1.12 The Bureau may hire under local conditions of

employment national staff members (nationals of

the country and aliens, whether residents or not,

who legally qualify for employment there), to whom
the Staff Regulations and Rules shall not apply

save in regard to the present Article I on Duties,
Obligations and Privileges. Respecting privi-
leges, such employees shall be governed by the

Basic Agreement on Privileges and Immunities

between the Organization and the country in which

they are employed.

1.13 The contracts of such national employees shall be

governed in every aspect, including those of

work-related accidents, social security and

pensions, by the labor laws and practices of the

country concerned.

1.14 The Director shall determine the posts to be

subject to these rules and shall establish scales

of salaries and allowances, in conformity with
competitive conditions of employment of the

locality in the type of work performed or related
to the functions of the office.

1.15 National employees shall have access to arbi-
tration or labor tribunals of the countries in

which they are employed for the settlement of

disputes, in accordance with their respective con-

tracts, and shall therefore have no access to the
Administrative Tribunal of the International Labor

Organization, whose competence is not recognized

in respect of national employees.

2. To request the Director to issue such rules as he may deem

appropriate to regulate contracts of this type for national
personnel, subject to confirmation by the Executive Committee

pursuant to Staff Rule 015.2, and to incorporate them into the
Staff Rules.
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HIRING UNDER LOCAL CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT FOR THE MOBILIZATION OF
NATIONAL RESOURCES

Comments by the Staff Association Regarding Document CE97/23

The Director is pleased to provide to the Executive Committee the

comments made by the PAHO/WHO Staff Association regarding Document
CE97/23.

Annex
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From: _a_amF_gnaro, fPr_sident, Executive Committee

Subject: "Contratacidn ha jo condiciones locales de empleo --
Mobilizacidn de Recursos Nacionales"

Thank you for your memorandum, DLA/M/0158.86, asking for the

comments of the Staff Association about the proposed changes to the Staff

Regulations in order to permit the mobilization of national resources.

This topic has worried the Staff Association during its last two

Councils. The Organization has been attempting to mobilize national

resources without clear guidelines. As a result, each Country Office has

evolved a different system for mobilizing national resources. Our first

reaction to the proposal is to support the effort at regularizing all
these separate ad hoc efforts under a common set of rules.

Another aspect of the proposed changes, with which we also

agree, is that the employment relationship of people hired to mobilize

national resources will be clarified. Up to now, it has not been clear

whether they were employees or independent contractors, nor whether their

contracts were subject to national legislation or international

legislation.

With respect to the specific amendments being proposed, we have
three observations:

1. The wording employed is confusing. The problem centers around

use of the word "local" to denote the new category of employee as well as

their conditions of employment. We suggest the word "national" to describe

both things.

The reason for the problem is simple. Scattered throughout the

existing Staff Regulations and Staff Rules, there are references to

employees who are either local or international. These refer to General

al. 2 ** *
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Service and Professional staff, respectively. Describlng the new category
of employee as "local" creates confusion between the existing category of
General Service staff and the new category of staff. Clarity of purpose
requires describing the new category of staff with a different word.

The confusion created by use of the word "local" is evident even
in the proposed resolution being placed before the Governing Bodies. This
will be discussed under our second observation.

2. Part 1.B of the proposed resolution would eliminate a part of
Article III, paragraph 3.2 of the Staff Regulations which deals with the
salary of "local" personnel, i.e. General Service staff. The proposed
deletion would remove the legal basis for paying General Service staff a
salary based on the best prevailing wages in the locality. This practice,
which is fundamental to the operation of the common system, has nothing
whatsoever to do with the new category of staff.

It is obviously not the intent of the Administration's proposal
to affect existing categories of employees. Its only intention is to
create a new category of employees subject to different rules. To do so,
no parts of the existing rules and regulations need be deleted.

Since the only possible effect of the proposed deletion is to
undermine the salary scale of General Service staff, part 1.B of the
proposed resolution should be removed. If it is not removed, we will be

obliged to place,our objections before the Member Governments.

3. An additional way to differentiate in writing between the

existing categories of personnel and the new category is to create a new

Article in the Staff Regulations. If all legislation dealing with the new

category of employee were placed under a completely new Article, it would
further reduce the chance of confusing the rules meant for one group with

the rules meant for the other group.

Therefore, we suggest the creation of Article XIII. All the

additions to Article I which are stated under part 1.A of the proposed

resolution should be placed under Article XIII.

In summary, we welcome the news that the effort to mobilize

national resources will be regularized by formal legislation. However, the

specific amendments proposed for that purpose are harmful to General

Service staff and generally confusing to the reader. Changes along the

lines we have suggested would produce the effects desired by the

Administration without the negative effects we described above.

see 3 ee,
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on these important
changes. The Staff Association looks forward to further dialogue with the
Administration on this vital topic.

cc: D
APL
DLA
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HIRING UNDER LOCAL CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT FOR THE MOBILIZATIONOF

NATIONAL RESOURCES

Comments and Proposal of the Director Based on the Remarks
of the Staff Association on Document CE97/23, ADD. I,

"Hiring Under Local Conditions of Employment for
the Mobilization of National Resources"

The Director is pleased to present to the Executive Committee the

remarks he has to offer on the comments made by the Staff Association on

Document CE97/23, presented in Addendum I to that document, which he duly
discussed with its representatives in a meeting on 17 June 1986.

1. "Local" or "national"

The rules proposed in Document CE97/23 would give PAHO two

categories of personnel: (a) international staff members, and (b) local
staff members.

Under the Staff Regulations and Rules the international staff
member can be recruited at the international or local level. Being

recruited locally does not impair his status as an international staff

member because his employment relationship is governed by the provisions

of PAHO's Staff Regulations and Rules.

The local staff member, which is the personnel category that would

be created by the change proposed by the Director, is subject in his

employment relationship with PAHO to the labor laws and practices of the

country in which he serves, and is not an international staff member.

Therefore, he is not governed by the Staff Regulations and Rules except
under Article I, as proposed by the Director.

There is hence no reason for confusion.

The status of local staff can attach to an individual who is a

national of the country concerned or an alien domiciled or resident

there. Hence the proposal of the Staff Association of referring to them
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generically as national employees or staff members is inappropriate.
However, the word "national" can be expressly defined as including

persons who are not nationals. This would give the word "national" a
different and broader sense than the one it properly possesses. The

Director has no objection to adoption of the term "national staff member"

if the word "national" is understood to have the meaning defined for it

in the attached proposed resolution.

2. Deletion of a phrase from paragraph 3.2, Article III of the Staff

Regulations

The Staff Association's argument is pertinent. In proposing the

deletion of that phrase, as the Staff Association itself recognizes, the

Administration did not intend to impair the basis for determining the

remuneration of general service personnel, who are currently locally
hired international staff members. Since paragrah 3.2 of Article III is

not clear on this point and uses the term "local personnel," it was felt
that its deletion would remove a possible source of confusiom with the

new category of local staff members being created. With the understanding
that it refers to the basis for the remuneration of general service

personnel as locally hired international staff members, the

Administration accepts that the phrase be retained in its present form.

3. Location of the Amendment in the Staff Regulations

When a codified legislation such as PAHO's Staff Regulations is

amended for the purpose of adding a new legal institution, the amendment

can be assigned a technically perfect location only if the intention is

to entirely renumber all the articles in order to insert the amendment in

its proper place. The difficulties of this course are so many as to
render it impractical.

It is then more appropriate to find the place where it can best be
placed. Article I of the Staff Regulations contains the basic rules on

PAHO staff, and it was therefore considered as the place where the

international and national personnel categories should be established.

To add an Article XIII to the Regulations, as proposed by the

Staff Association, would establish a juridically unsound and illogical

order in the sequence of the provisions of the Regulations. Articles IX,

X, XI and XII refer to separation from service, disciplinary measures,

appeals, and general provisions, ali in relation to international staff
members. It appears illogical to establish the category of "national

staff members" immediately thereafter.

In view of the foregoing, the Director submits to the Executive

Committee the attached proposed resolution.
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Proposed Resolution

HIRING UNDER LOCAL CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT FOR

THE MOBILIZATION OF NATIONAL RESOURCES

THE 97th MEETING OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE,

Having reviewed the Director's report on the local hiring of

personnel (Document CE97/23),

RESOLVES:

To recommend to the XXII Pan American Sanitary Conference the

adoption of a resolution in the following terms:

THE XXII PAN AMERICAN SANITARY CONFERENCE,

Having reviewed the Director's report (Document CE97/23) on the
local hiring of personnel;

Considering that the Organization possesses, in its own right

and as a specialized agency of the United Nations, the legal

capacity needed to issue its own legally binding rules on the

appointment, qualifications, rights and obligations of its

employees, and further possesses within the territory of each of

its Member Countries the juridical personality endowing it with the

capacity to take legal actions and enter into agreements, of any
nature; and

Mindful that these two capacities make it legally possible and
fitting to establish two categories of personnel in the

Organization, the first comprised of international staff members,

whether internationally or locally recruited, who will continue to

be governed, as hitherto, by the Staff Regulations and Staff Rules
of PAHO, and the second, created by means of this resolution,

consisting of national staff members appointed to such posts as the

Director shall determine, who shall be governed in all their

relations with the Organization by the labor laws and practices of

the country in which they serve° This second category of personnel

shall replace that of the present contractors and consultants in

cases in which there actually exists an employer/employee

relationship, and personnel in this category shall be referred to
as national staff members because their conditions of employment

shall be governed, in fact and in law, by the labor legislation and

practices of the countries in which they serve,
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RESOLVES:

1. That the Staff Regulations of PAHO are amended as
follows:

The following text is added to Article I:

1.12 The Bureau may hire under local conditions of

employment national staff members (nationals
of the country and aliens, whether residents

or not, who legally qualify for employment

there), to whom the Staff Regulations and

Rules shall not apply save in regard to the
present Article I on Duties, Obligations and

Privileges. Respecting privileges, such em-

ployees shall be governed by the Basic Agree-

ment on Privileges and Immunities between the

Organization and the country in which they are

employed.

1.13 The contracts of such national employees shall

be governed in every aspect, including those

of work-related accidents, social security and
pensions, by the labor laws and practices of

the country concerned.

1.14 The Director shall determine the posts to be
subject to these rules and shall establish

scales of salaries and allowances, in con-

formity with competitive conditions of employ-

ment of the locality in the type of work

performed or related to the functions of the
office.

1.i5 National employees shall have access to arbi-
tration or labor tribunals of the countries in

which they are employed for the settlement of

disputes, in accordance with their respective

contracts, and shall therefore have no access
to the Administrative Tribunal of the Interna-

tional Labor Organization, whose competence is

not recognized in respect of national
employees.

2. To request the Director to issue such rules as he may deem

appropriate to regulate contracts of this type for national

personnel, subject to confirmation by the Executive Committee

pursuant to Staff Rule 015.2, and to incorporate them into the
Staff Rules.


